
Who Whom

Name: Date: __/__/20__

They did not, indeed, find what they sought for, but they were told by
natives with _______ they fell in that a number of the animals had been seen
among the tree-tops not more than a day's march into the forest.

1.
whom

The three men _______ had attacked him were still where he had thrown
them.
2. who

Commonly there is one woman in a theatre at _______ all glances are
leveled.
3. whom

And once the adventure was undertaken by a hero _______ had enjoyed
very little peace or rest since he came into the world.
4. who

And then she saw that it was true; this woman was the sort _______
understood.
5. who

We had, at different times, a variety of pets, of _______ Annie did not take
much notice.
6. whom

It was he _______ found me this house and bought it for next to nothing.7. who

Should she persist in resistance or yield to the person to _______ she had
already sacrificed so much the great blessing which had the ability to console
her for every other loss, even the most cruel?

8. whom

The consciousness of owing a debt of gratitude to those, against _______
she had sinned so heavily, oppressed her.
9. whom

But Charles, _______ was in bed, called to her to come too.10. who

Now I am great and grown up, like the rest _______ were led away last
year.
11. who

He was accompanied by a tall gentleman _______ was a stranger to us.12. who

The mass of those to _______ slavery was a dim recollection of childhood
found the world a puzzling thing: it asked little of them, and they answered
with little, and yet it ridiculed their offering.

13. whom
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The story of a young man whose religious belief was shattered in
childhood and restored to him by the little white lady, many years older than
himself, to _______ he is passionately devoted.

14.

whom

No Englishman will tolerate another in his house, from _______ he does
not expect advantage of some kind, and to those from _______ he does he
can be civil enough.

15. whom
whom

His sovereignty was soon attacked by a new enemy, the only one against
_______ Godfrey was a coward.
16.

whom

That he at last should have been brought face to face, and alone, with the
man _______ he had determined to kill, perplexed the convict.
17.

whom

Daphne was now the only one _______ he could put in his place.18. whom

I am not one of those _______ deny a future life.19. who

When Anna returned, the clever husband seized the blank paper, made
her address it to the friend of his, to _______ the letter which he had taken
out was written, and the poor creature handed the blank letter to his servant.

20.
whom
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